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A2aus | Find (tãº) always look for things more faces! Tell stories. I believe you (your story). Buy A2. Buy your shoes for 300 '? I borrow you? A2Malen What (me) an image? We come later. A2chenk I give my sister a dog. Should (would you (you) cut a little more? or use it in lessons if you're a teacher.Ã Â Download the list as a PDF Die Grammatiklisten,
die alle Deutschlerner haben wollen!40+ GrammatiklistenAlle Listen, nach denen alle SchÃ¼Âler immer fragenAlle Listen mit vielen BeispielenAlle Listen mit farblichen MarkierungenTolle ÃÂbersichtenListen nach Level A1 bis C2 geordnetListen mit allen relevanten ZusatzinfosAusdrucken und an SchÃ¼Âler verteilen ausdrÃ¼Âcklich erlaubt.14
Tage Geld-zurÃ¼Âck-Garantie Sieh dir jetzt die Listen an! Throughout this page, reference will be made to the distinction between strong and weak verbs.Ã Â Click hereÃ Âto read about this, or follow the links on this page. There is unfortunately no alternative to memorizing the forms of the strong (irregular) and mixed verbs (which are also
irregular, but follow the ending patterns of the weak verbs). Here is a great annotated list of these verbs. Rather than trying to actively memorize them, we recommend that you read through this list once a day to get a feeling for these verbs, until you feel confident that you've developed a healthy "conjugation instinct." When deciding how to
conjugate a given verb, you can then think: "Have I studied this verb (or its stem) before?" If yes, then hopefully your instinct will tell you what the form will be, based on your having read over it multiple times. If you don't remember studying the verb (or its stem), chances are it's a weak (regular) verb, and so you can follow the regular conjugation
patterns for it. More advice for learning the forms of the strong, weak and mixed verbs is here. Modal verbs follow somewhat different conjugation patterns. Click here to learn more about modal verbs when you have read this page. Practice Exercises VERB CONJUGATION SITES NOTE: Click here for details about some unfamiliar terminology you'll
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ed roirepus etrap al ne ordauc le ne obrev o ovitnatsus nu abircsE .).cte ,soiralumrof Perfect saying what these children and bad children have done. Reisefotos practices the perfect time by writing photos descriptions in this exercise. Im jahre 1000 gets used to the forms of the by deciding whether these statements about 1000 1000 are true or false.
Die Geschichte der University University Michigan practices the narrative/simple past by providing the missing information in this history of the University of Michigan. Mã¤rchen Practice The Past Perfect (Plusquamperfekt) combining phrases on Grimm Fairy Tales using Nachdem. Rotkã¤ppchen practices the prã¤teritum (past narrative) filling the
correct forms of the verb in a series of statements based on the fairy tale. This exercise, compiled by Dr. Olaf Bã¶hlke at Creighton University, includes comments and indications for each article. The regular verbs follow the following conjugation patron in the present time: gehen to go, walk ich gehe wir gehen du gehst ihr geht er/sie/is geht si/si
gehen to have problems remembering for example what IHR means? Click here to review the meanings of the nominative pronouns. This poser contains two IHR forms, a past, a present ["You humans became ill. Now you are eating our disease:]" Changing verbs verbs that change the stem have changes in the 2nd and 3rd singular person. As an
example, here is the verb sehen, which has a change of stem from e to ie: they will see ich sehe wir sehen du siehst ihr seht er/sie/is sieht si/sie stem are common: E == Tyulus I: Ich esse == du isst; ich Vergesse == du Vergisst; Ich Werde == Tyulus du Wirs (see below;) Ich Sterbe == du remavebst This change is common for verbs with a short and,
but it also occurs for three important verbs with a long e: ich gebe == du gibst; ich nehme == du nimmst; ich thirty == du tritst e == Trust ie: ich sehe == du suehst; ich lese == du liest; Geschehen [= To Happen == Tyulus No ich-form] == Conflict in Geschieht This change is common for verbs with a long e a (or au) == Type ã¤ Äund :) I drive ==
con ejemplo del; I leave == Conjo you leave; I sleep == you conclude; I run == you are lying; I drink == you are being built The following stem changes occur only once: O ==> ich: i stoze ==> you are [thrust, push] oursly ==> i: erlechschen ==> the fire/that light expires [= leaves], it will be, it will be n Important verbs are combined as follows in
the current tense. Thesis patterns should be a second nature for you, since you will use them again and again to form the other times and verbal forms: I have to have it, you have to you/her to be me, we are tã º tãº/she/are you tãº/tãº are you to be coming? "I'm Going" and "I Go" are translated by the tensse present regular in German: I go. I go. I am
going. I go. I go. I eat. I eat. In eating. As I am eating. More details click here to see more details, p. On verbs such as "work" whose stem ends in a -T, on the conjugation of the verbs "know" and "do" or how much to translate the "do" that often introduces questions of sy/no in English. To the maximum general vision of the past times â € â € ‹in
German, it has all kinds of ways of expressing past events, and there are subtle differences of meaning between: I went, I left, I left. .. German has two past times, that we are calling "perfect" and "prã¤teritum" in this course, and there are no differences in the meaning between them. The difference is simply that "perfect" (two words tense) is used in
informal contexts (speech and informal writing), and "prã¤teritum" (the past tense of a word) is used in a writing and speaks mã Formal s. Perfect [= perfect tensse] two words form: I have been the informal form of ã © ter translates "I fui", "I have gone" and "i we going" prã¤teritum [= past narrative, past simple, imperfect] Form of a word: formal
students often ask me why the two words what seems more complicated would be informal, while the seemingly simplest form of a word is formal. It turns out that formal language is actually very simpler than informal language: as an example, think how difficult it would be to teach someone all involved in saying "I'm not going to learn no &*%#@
prigteritum" and say "I won't learn the prigter." when hearing the prigter to speak, the formal/informal distinction is actually not so clear. In fact, you will see some two-word forms in formal writing, and you will hear some one-word forms in informal speech. There are few clear rules about it. you should know that the prígito is usually heard to speak
for the following verbs: haben sein verbs mannerles: können, müssen, d support, mögen, wollen, sollen hatte, etc. war, etc. konnte, moste, durfte, mochte, wollte, sollte, etc. by the fashionable verbs, the reason for this is that to form the perfect time with a verb modal, one actually needs a double infinitive construction, which sounds uncomfortable
when talking: it is much more simple to say "ich moste kenny töten" that "ich habe kenny töten müssen perfect " [I realize that this contradicts the argument that I have just made about the informal language that is usually more complicated ... Therefore, you must know the rules for the formation of the past participle, and the rules to decide between
haben and sein as the auxiliary verb. heating: an example of karl fun, was, was Hast du getan? [lamas mit hüen] listen to the many examples of the perfect time in this brief video about a killer motto. some of the most difficult sentences of the video, and some useful expressions, are listed belowExplanations that follow and finally see the video again
and see if theThe tense forms now make you more guadaña. There's a dead person in our house = there's a dead human lying in our house. How do you get in here? = How did you get here? Karl, what did you do? = Karl, what did you do? It wasn't = it was what happened to me, what happened = tell me what happened, I've never seen it in my life =
I've never caught it before in my life Why did you kill this person? = Why did you kill this person? I did (no) people = I (no) kill the people I went to = I approached him. The chopped 37 times in my chest = I stabbed it in the chest 37 times, I didn't know = I didn't know that my mistake = my mistake, I just had a hot hunger in the house = me, what
just real, real hunger by the hands was hungry for sewers, so let me? He just drove you, Karl? Whatever came into you, Karl [i.e. How can you do something like this? These are two different things = those are two different things. have in doubt, use, use, use) or a change of location (e.g. travel or move from one house to another [movement]) the verb
described a change of state (e.g. waking up or falling asleep, but not sleeping, which, is a constant state) plus even if the verb describes the movement, "your" is not used if the verb has that the Exceptions the verbs, remain [= to stay], pass [= morder], happen [= to happiness] and succeed [= to happen] use as your auxiliary, even though they are not
a description or change of real state. Summary The following table summarizes the main pointsSome contrasting examples: I ran / jumped / walked / I was [movement] I ate / drank / read / sang / tennis played / visited my aunt [= visited] .. [be aware that many of the thesis activities involved movement, but are not primary about moving] that led
[movement] More details (not required for German 101-232) are on this page of Canoo/your page (in German)]! end in -en. past particles of the weak verb [regular] in -t. rules for the ge normally ", ges placed in front of the last particle: slept, laughed, said, saw ... the separable prefix verbs have the" ges "between the prefix and the rest of the verb:
open, received above, came ... verwer with the search of in -parable prefixes as ", understood ..The formation of the past participle: â strong verbs [irregular] weak verbs [regular] mixed verbs normal verbs that you saw/comiste/dormiste that you have gone/you have gone/dead, riendo/dijeron/trabajado has walked/caminate that you brought / knew/
thought/ brought/know. Separable prefix verbs that carried it with oted/ remotely/ eliminated moved/ went/ fell asleep unparalleled prefix verbs that you understood/ started/ you will escape/ created that you have discovered/ sold/ sold you are branded [= burst in flames] you recognized that you are burned -/ chroche â contaction prerteritum [ last,
simple past, imperfect time, präteritum ends differ for strong and weak verb. Here is the pattern of finals for the strong verbs at this time: to go, to walk, I was, you were, he/she was/she realized that this pattern of finals (i.e. without finalization for the first and third singular person) is very familiar to the pattern of terminations for the fashionable
verbs in present time. /You were here is the pattern of endings for the weak and mixed verbs at this time: say that I said that you said that he/she said again, this pattern of endings (i.e., there is no end for the first and third singular person) will be family because it is the same as the final patterns for the"Pseudo-modal verb" "made" in present time.
Past perfect] a bit of the general vision of the previous time. Germans have another past tensse: the plusquamperfekt. As in English, it is not necessary to use this tension. It is used to emphasize that a past event had occurred before another past event. Forming plusquamperfekt This is very easy: just take the perfect tense form of the verb and
replacement have "or" be "with the corresponding form of" had "or" was "respectively: infinitive perfect plusquamperfect translation. It was] that it had gone , he had gone. Gone [before something happened] eating, ate [= hey ate] that he had eaten that he had eaten [before something else] woke yours [= all of you] who were in that everyone had
woken up [Before something else.] I think we thought [= we thought] that we thought we would have thought [before something else happened] examples keep in mind that the "other" clutal that accompanies a clip in The plusquamperfekt can be in the prã¤teritum (in formal writing) or the perfect (perfect ((in writing or informal writing). It is
possible that both closuses will be in the plusquamperfekt, as in the last example . Before going to bed, he wrote a letter. Before going to bed, He wrote a letter. Before going to bed, he had written a letter. He could wake up every 2 hours at night. She was tired, because she had woken up every two hours during the night. After taking fertility pages
twice, she was pregnant with fiffers. After taking fertility pages twice, she is with geworden schwanger. After having taken the fertility pills twice, she became pregnant with quintuplets. Ihre Freunde hatten sie gewarnt, aber sie hatte nicht auf sie gehört. His friends had warned him, but he had not listened to them. [These two past events, the
warning and she does not listen to it, both took place before the event mentioned in the previous sentence (pregnancy with quintuplets) and are in the past perfect time for that reason.] Zurück nach oben Futur This is formed by combining the verb werden in the present time, and leaving the main verb in the infinitive. If the phrase already contains an
expression of time that indicates the future (morgen, nächstes Jahr etc.), you can use the present time as it is understood that you are discussing the future. But for the following examples we will pretend that it is not an option... Examples Ab morgen werde ich jeden Tag meine Füße waschen. I'll wash my feet every day from tomorrow. Nächste
Woche werde ich ein neues Paar Strümpfe kaufen. Next week I'll buy a new pair of socks. Meine Eltern werden mir das Geld dafür geben. My parents will give me the money for that. Dann wird mein Hund nicht mehr winselnd wegrennen, wenn ich nach hause komme. Then my dog won't get any more whistle when he comes home. Wollen vs Werden
Because English uses "will" to indicate the future, students often feel tempted to use "very" to form the future in German, but this means that you want to do something, not that you will. Ab morgen werde ich jeden Tag meine Füße waschen. I'll wash my feet every day from tomorrow. Ab morgen se ich jeden Tag meine Füße waschen. [no future
tense] From tomorrow I want to wash my feet every day. Nächste Woche werde ich ein neues Paar Strümpfe kaufen. Next week I'll buy a new pair of socks. Nächste Woche ich ein neues Paar Strümpfe[Not tense future] the next week I want A new pair of socks. Zurück nach oben imperativ the imperative is used for commands. Formal (sie-)
Imperative This is alarmingly easy. Simply use the verb infinitive followed by "Sie": Bitte Geben Sie Mir den Schnuller, Herr Maier. Please give me the pacifier, Mr. Maier. Herr Maier, Essen Sie Das Nicht! Don't eat that, Mr. Maier! Informal (du) imperative to form this, use the duine form of the present verb and then remove the end (s). With one
exception: the stem changes of a = == purvey ã ã and au == purvey ãi y o == purveyed ivmente do not move to the du-imperative. By analogy with the SIE-Imperative, one often feels tempted to add the pronoun "du" after the verb, but this is not used with the duimperative. Infinitive TENSE PRESENT DU-FORM DUI GEHEN DU GEHST GEH WEG!
Geh du weg! Go! Essen du isst [Take into account the change of stem from e == tax i] iss Mich Nicht! Iss du die sardelle! Don't eat me! halten du hãtst [Please note the change in the stem of a = == taxpayer. This is not transmitted in the peremptory form] Hie [hã ¤lt] Mich Fest! Halt du Mich Fest! Hold me tight! Sehen/ Schauen du Siehst [Please
note the change in stem of e == offset ie]/ du schaust Sih/ schau mir in die augen! Sieh du Mir at Die Augen! Click here to see the most detailed graphics and more examples ZURígü nach Nach Oben Reflective Verben Here there are only the most basic facts about reflexive verbs: a verb is reflective if the object of the action is also the theme of the
action, that is, if someone is doing something to do something He, or herself, as when I present myself or buy a new Bruce Springsteen CD. There are many common parallels here between German and English, but some verbs are reflexive in German and not in English, and vice versa. Reflective pronoun comes "as soon as possible" in prayer, that is,
generally immediately after anyPrayer, taking into account that the position of the verb is fixed and all the demonstrations of prayer must work around it. The reflexive pronoun will be in the accusatory if the person who performs the action of the reflexive verb is the only object of that action. If another object is specified, the reflexive pronoun will be
in the dative. So, if I say that I am washing, I use an accusative reflective pronoun (Ich Wasche Mich,) but I specify the part of myself that I am washing, I use a reflective pronoun in the dative, because now that part of my body is the object is the object direct of the action and I am only the receiver/beneficiary of that action (for example Ich waschee
mir die). You can not remember this distinction in the ICH- and DU-FORMS forms, because for all other forms of the reflexive pronoun, the actioning and dative forms are the same: nominative pronouns Accusive reflexive pronouns dative reflexive pronouns ich mich mi mi dich dich /SIE/ES SICH SICH? Do you brush your teeth every week? Nein, Aber
Ich Wasche Mir Alle Fã¼nf Minuten Die Hã¤nde. No, but I wash my hands every five minutes. Dann Kanst du Dich Ja den entspannen! Then you can never relax! Groãÿe Genies Haben Keine Zeit Sich Zu Entspannen! Great geniuses don't have time to relax! Zurã¼ck nach oben oben
Direct Object = accusative case; Indirect Object = dative case; Look at this sentence: The big dog gave the big dog the big dog. (We can work out what this means by looking at the word order.) Now look at it in German: Der große Hund gab dem großen Hund den großen Hund. Dative, the case of the indirect object; Accusative, the case of the direct
object -- objective, in grammars of English; Case forms may also be determined by prepositions. In English, only the nominative, genitive/possessive and accusative/objective have been maintained, and that only in pronouns: I is nominative, my is genitive, me is The pronoun "him" is in the accusative case. It has changed from "he" to "him." The
Accusative Case Is the Objective Case In English, we use the term objective case for the accusative case and the dative case. More Examples of the Accusative Case Here are some more examples of nouns and pronouns as direct objects (i.e., in the "accusative case"): The German pronouns must always have the same gender, same number, and same
case as their antecedents. In German, a pronoun may have a certain position in the sentence under special circumstances. First and second person pronouns usually do not, and they can be used anywhere in the sentence—except in certain poetical or informal contexts. Dative, the case of the indirect object; Accusative, the case of the direct object -objective, in grammars of English; Case forms may also be determined by prepositions. In English, only the nominative, genitive/possessive and accusative/objective have been maintained, and that only in pronouns: I is nominative, my is genitive, me is Direct Object = accusative case; Indirect Object = dative case; Look at this sentence: The big dog
gave the big dog the big dog. (We can work out what this means by looking at the word order.) Now look at it in German: Der große Hund gab dem großen Hund den großen Hund. The German pronouns must always have the same gender, same number, and same case as their antecedents. In German, a pronoun may have a certain position in the
sentence under special circumstances. First and second person pronouns usually do not, and they can be used anywhere in the sentence—except in certain poetical or informal contexts. Direct Object = accusative case; Indirect Object = dative case; Look at this sentence: The big dog gave the big dog the big dog. (We can work out what this means by
looking at the word order.) Now look at it in German: Der große Hund gab dem großen Hund den großen Hund. Dative, the case of the indirect object; Accusative, the case of the direct object -- objective, in grammars of English; Case forms may also be determined by prepositions. In English, only the nominative, genitive/possessive and
accusative/objective have been maintained, and that only in pronouns: I is nominative, my is genitive, me is The pronoun "him" is in the accusative case. It has changed from "he" to "him." The Accusative Case Is the Objective Case In English, we use the term objective case for the accusative case and the dative case. More Examples of the Accusative
Case Here are some more examples of nouns and pronouns as direct objects (i.e., in the "accusative case"):
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